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Data Source: Bloomberg 

Highlights: 

• Note: the following provides 3D’s commentary on the events that shaped 3Q2016 performance.  Here is 
a link to supplemental charts summarizing key market performance. 

• Equity markets were flat in September although more pro-cyclical segments of the market such as small 
caps and emerging markets were up just over 1%.  Global equities turned in a strong 3Q; however, the 
bulk of the rally occurred earlier in the quarter post-Brexit vote when the worst case fears following a 
‘Leave’ outcome did not immediately materialize.   

• Emerging markets outperformed the developed markets and are handily outperforming for the year.  
Emerging markets have benefited from a combination of low valuations, positive business sentiment, and 
a Federal Reserve that appears to be committed to a “gradual” pace of interest rate hikes.   

• MSCI Value and Quality reversed their earlier year underperformance and outperformed for the quarter, 
returning 4.6% and 5.2%, respectively.  More defensive and interest-rate sensitive styles such as High 
Dividend, Low Volatility, and Momentum lagged Value and Quality returning 1.2-1.4% for the quarter.   
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• Interest-sensitive assets such as long duration bonds and dividend-focused equities underperformed for 
the quarter following the Bank of Japan’s announcement to target the long-end of the yield curve, which 
amounted to a goal of steepening the yield curve between short- and long-term rates. Utilities and 
telecom were down over 5% during the quarter while U.S. REITs were down 1.3%.   

• Commodities rallied 4% in September led by oil prices following a decision by OPEC nations to curtail 
production.  Oil prices remain range bound between $40 and $50/barrel as global supply/demand 
imbalances are slowly corrected.  Energy surrogates such as high yield debt and master limited 
partnerships are benefiting from the stabilization of commodity prices following the steep drop earlier this 
year.   
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3Q2016 Market Commentary: A Solid (But Uneventful) Quarter 

3Q2016 turned out to be a solid but uneventful quarter.  Uneventful is good when compared with the 3rd quarter 
that investors experienced last year.  This quarter was a white swan rather than a black swan.   

Much of the third quarter’s market rally occurred in July right after the Brexit vote.  Worries around Brexit felt 
like the hysteria surrounding Y2K in that ‘Brexit’ opponents’ worst fears didn’t materialize.  When the UK’s 
economy didn’t collapse nor did the global financial system melt down, the market took off.  In fact, given the 
latest concerns over the Eurozone banking system, notably Deutsche Bank’s struggles with a proposed $14 billion 
fine by the U.S. Justice Department over the bank’s pre-2008 mortgage lending practices, Brexit opponents are  
rethinking their stance on remaining in the European Union.  Irony is epitomized by what is happening in the 
Eurozone as a collapse of the EU would come about, not by the exit of a key country like Great Britain, but more 
by self-inflicted wounds on the part of Eurozone member countries.  In particular, European banks continue to 
suffer from negative interest rates and lackluster profitability/growth and are unable to absorb any further bad 
news due to their high leverage and razor thin capital ratios.  In addition, European banks, notably Deutsche Bank, 
are operating as if the prior risk-taking cycle never ended even though today’s banking system pays “a premium 
[in] managing risk as opposed to taking it…” Germany is in a tough spot with elections coming up this year where, 
politically, it cannot afford to bailout their national banks, but, financially, it can afford not to.   What seems to be 
happening in Europe is a reminder that the Eurozone had more to lose in a Brexit vote than the British.   

Following the initial fallout from the Brexit vote, the markets settled down and didn’t do much, at least with U.S. 
large caps where the S&P 500 was roughly flat in August and September.  At 18.5x next 12 months expected 
earnings, we pondered whether U.S. stocks have hit the ‘wall’.  However, that has not been the case with other 
equities as the rest of the world is now starting to pull away from the U.S. (Exhibit 1).   

Exhibit 1 – The World Begins to Pull Away from the U.S. 

https://3dadvisor.com/july-2016-market-commentary-its-all-good/
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blackswan.asp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Year_2000_problem
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/aug/20/brexit-eu-referendum-economy-project-fear?CMP=share_btn_tw
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/03/business/dealbook/deutsche-banks-appetite-for-risk-throws-off-its-balance.html?_r=0
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/09/23/ok-i-admit-it-i-regret-voting-remain/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/09/03/brexit-shock-threatens-to-do-far-more-damage-to-the-european-eco/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/09/03/brexit-shock-threatens-to-do-far-more-damage-to-the-european-eco/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/brexit-leave-camp-perspective-benjamin-m-lavine-cfa-caia?trk=prof-post
https://3dadvisor.com/august-2016-market-commentary-hitting-a-wall/
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Risk is Back On 

Risk assets outperformed ‘safety’ this quarter.  For the first time in a while, ‘large’ did not matter.  Small caps 
handily outperformed large caps (Exhibit 2) and provided a major tailwind for most smart beta ETFs that employ 
alternative weightings to market capitalization when constructing baskets.  Defensive factors such as ‘Low 
Volatility’ and ‘High Dividend Yield’ (Exhibit 3) lagged Value and Quality.  ‘Value’ and ‘Size’ also provide tailwinds 
for active managers struggling to hang onto assets this year.  I would not be surprised to see a large percentage 
of active managers beating their benchmarks this quarter, much of which can be credited to a broader, more 
value-driven market advance as opposed to a narrow advance led by a handful of low volatility sectors.  Finally, 
the reversion in leadership from ‘safety’ (low volatility, high dividend) to ‘cyclical risk’ (value, small cap) is yet 
another reminder of the difficulty in timing factors.   

Exhibit 2 – Small Handily Outperforms Large 

 

Exhibit 3 – Value and Quality Take the Yellow Jersey from Low Volatility and High Dividend 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-09-29/outflows-active-funds-surpass-record-200-billion
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U.S. equity valuations may have hit a wall at 18.5x forward EPS, but risky fixed income hasn’t as credit spreads 
continue to narrow (Exhibits 4a and 4b). The more heavily-levered energy sector benefited from September’s oil 
price rally to the high $40/barrel range following OPEC’s decision to curtail production.   

Exhibit 4a and 4b – Credit Spreads Narrow Further but Remain Above 2014 Levels 

Exhibit 4a – Investment Grade Credit Spreads 

 

Exhibit 4b – High Yield Credit Spreads 

http://fuelfix.com/blog/2016/09/29/skepticism-aside-opec-production-cuts-have-worked-before/
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And despite skepticism over OPEC’s willingness to cut back production, the global oil markets continue to work 
off the excess supply (Exhibit 5).   

Exhibit 5 – Supply/Demand Gap Narrows but Remains in a Large Surplus 

 

Bond Yields Remain in a Downtrend as Every Sell-off Seems to Bring in Buyers 
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In Mission Accomplished (Update September 2016), we commented on how global developed central banks are 
exploring new policy tactics, apart from pursuing negative rates, as the world suffers from a low growth, low 
inflation environment.  In the article, we noted the Bank of Japan’s announcement to target a 0% rate on the 10-
Year Government Bond (JGB).  Since the 10-year was trading at negative rates, this effectively helped push up 
yields on the long end while keeping short-term rates in deeper negative territory.  The BOJ is attempting to 
steepen the yield curve making longer-term lending and risk taking more profitable with hopes of breaking the 
deflationary malaise which has plagued the country for the past two-and-half decades.  Global rates also rose in 
September leading to a mild sell-off in ‘duration’ or interest-sensitive sectors.  U.S. utilities and telecoms, 1H2016 
leaders, pulled back 5-6% for the quarter as ‘bond proxy’ interest-sensitive asset classes were negatively 
impacted by the curve steepening.   

However, this steepening proved to be temporary as investors, once again, bought into the sell-off helping push 
long-term yields lower from their intra-month highs.  Dovish Fed comments following the no-hike decision in 
September, as well as the ongoing crisis of confidence surrounding Deutsche Bank, helped drive a rush into safe 
U.S. Treasuries, German Bunds, and JGBs (Exhibit 6).  Although fed funds futures expect a 0.25% rate hike at the 
December meeting, futures are only pricing in one to two rate hikes in 2017 as opposed to the three rate hikes 
implied in the Fed’s latest forecasts.    

Exhibit 6 – Mid-September’s Yield Curve Steepening Was Well Bid 

 

Investors keep asking when will rates finally rise in the U.S., and our answer is when inflation shows up in Europe 
and Japan leading to higher nominal rates in those regions.  U.S. rates are inherently anchored to the global 
landscape and will not move in a vacuum.  For now, global central bank policies continue to support equity and 
fixed income markets.   

A (Lack of) Productivity Time Bomb? 

Low rates may be symptomatic of an anemic low growth environment, but what has many economists puzzled is 
the lack of productivity growth following the initial 2009 recovery.  It could be that the world has hit a wall in 

https://3dadvisor.com/mission-accomplished-update-september-2016/
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/09/21/fed-leaves-rates-unchanged-in-september-meeting.html
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terms of how much incremental productivity can be squeezed out of every new technological advance (all bets 
are off when car driving becomes fully automated).  This past month, I attended a CFA society dinner in Boston 
with Dr. Jeremy Siegel as the keynote speaker.  With respect to missing productivity, he didn’t offer any academic 
findings but instead offered this narrative; picture the technological advances that can be seen between a 1950s 
kitchen versus an 1850s kitchen and then contrast that picture with the advances seen between today’s kitchen 
versus that of the 1950s.  Dr. Siegel maintains that the microwave represents the only real productivity advance 
of the latter as opposed to all the advances that can be seen with the former.  Perhaps the developed world has 
hit a wall on meaningful productivity advances and that the emerging markets are merely playing catch up (hence 
the higher secular growth outlook).   

Near-term, the missing productivity can be better explained by this chart (Exhibit 7). Credit to Neil Dutta, Chief 
Economist at Renaissance Macro Research for introducing this chart which involves a bit of econometric 
gymnastics.  Exhibit 7 displays 8 quarter % change in productivity lagged 3 years versus the National Federation 
of Independent Businesses (NFIB) survey of Labor Quality and Costs as the single biggest problem.     

Exhibit 7 – Will Underinvesting Finally Catch Up with Corporate America? 

 

Source: Renaissance Macro Research and Haver Analytics 

Now do you see the issue staring at you in this chart?  Years of underinvestment in productivity-improving capital 
spending is about to catch up with Corporate America that would rather redeploy capital into more shareholder 
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friendly activities such as share buybacks.  After riding the wave of cheap, abundant labor post the 2008 Great 
Recession, labor costs and quality are becoming real issues to the point where companies must now ‘mix shift’ 
their production base to using more capital versus labor in order to maintain their competitive edge.  According to 
Neil, productivity will make a comeback but it will involve kicking, screaming, and scrambling on the part of 
Corporate America to make up for years of underinvestment.   

A new cycle of capital spending followed by global fiscal stimulus programs (in response to the global populism 
driving the 2016 election season) would not only extend this long-in-the-tooth business cycle but could also lay 
the seeds for future inflation.  Labor costs are already making their way through the production channel, and the 
fruits of renewed capital spending will take time to bear out.  Hence, we may be entering a period of long-term 
interest rates leaking higher as they track long-term inflation expectations.  We put this as a distinct possibility but 
not as our base case as we head into 2017.  So far, the market doesn’t see an inflation problem (Fed Funds 
futures are barely pricing in one rate hike in 2017 assuming we see a rate hike in December), and we’re inclined 
to go with the market until there is a shift in expectations.   

 

Disclosure: 

The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast of the future.  It is not a 
recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement any investment strategy.  It is for informational purposes 
only.  The above statistics, data, anecdotes and opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D Asset Management 
does not warrant the accuracy of any of these.  There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive or complete. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  None of the services offered by 3D Asset Management are insured by the FDIC and 
the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk.  The opinions offered above are as October 4, 2016 and are subject to change as 
influencing factors change. 

More detail regarding 3D Asset Management, its products, services, personnel, fees and investment methodologies are available in the 
firm’s Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request by calling (860) 291-1998, option 2 or emailing sales@3dadvisor.com or visiting 
3D’s website at www.3dadvisor.com. 

 

 

 

https://3dadvisor.com/the-pundit-populist-disconnect-let-them-eat-data/
http://blogs.barrons.com/incomeinvesting/2016/09/20/goldman-expects-wage-growth-to-lead-to-higher-inflation/?mod=BOLBlog

